Abstract-Stick-slip phenomenon is often associated with the control of low velocity motion because of the positional dependancy of friction and negative damping friction that decreases as the motion speed increases. In this paper, smooth low velocity tracking control of a commercial robot joint is demonstrated experimentally using a combination of high gain PID control, fast sampling rate and high position sensor resolution. The experimental results also reveal that the main source of instability is not negative damping friction, but position dependant friction that has been widely neglected. The short sampling period and a high resolution encoder have allowed us to compensate for the position dependant friction with a PID controller with sufficiently high gains.
I. INTRODUCTION
N the control of slow motion of mechanical systems, stick-slip phenomenon is often believed to arise from negative damping friction which decreases as the motion speed increases. Numerous attempts were made in the past to develop controllers that can perform low velocity tracking in the presence of negative damping friction. Typical relevant approaches presented in literature are: friction compensation using dither signal [1] ; friction compensation through position or force control using high gain feedback [11, 14] ; adaptive feedback friction compensation [4] [5] [6] [7] 12] ; robust nonlinear friction compensation [2, 3, 25] ; model-based feedforward and feedback friction compensation [15] [16] [17] 24, 28, 29] ; friction compensation using control [26, 27] ; and friction compensation using fuzzy logic control [8] .
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Experimental results on friction compensation have also been reported in the past. However, despite sounding stability analysis based on various friction models, the experimental results reported are not satisfactory in the very low velocity region where the negative damping friction exists. Extensive experimentation with dither signals has shown that dither reduces the unwanted effects of negative damping friction but does not eliminate them [1] . The experimental results of a high gain feedback controller proposed in [14] indicate a large positioning error of ±3 Manuscript received November 16, 2003 [4, 6] show poor tracking performance at very low velocities. The experimental results on robust nonlinear friction control reported in [2, 25, 30] also show low positioning accuracy. To the best of the authors' knowledge, successful experiments in the velocity region of negative damping friction without stick-slip have not been reported yet. The authors believe that one of the main reasons for the controllers mentioned above not achieving high performance in the velocity region of negative damping friction in the reported experiments is that position dependency of friction is not properly dealt with, which is quite significant in complex mechanisms [1, 22, 23] .
In this paper, smooth low velocity tracking control of a PUMA 560 robot joint despite negative damping friction is demonstrated experimentally using a combination of high gain PID control, fast sampling rate and high position sensor resolution. The experimental results also reveal that the main source of instability is not negative damping friction, but position dependant friction (PDF) that has been widely neglected. The short sampling period and high resolution encoder have allowed us to compensate PDF with a PID controller with sufficiently high gains.
The paper is organized as follows. After a description of the experimental setup in Section 2, the controller design is discussed in Section 3, and the experimental results obtained with the proposed controller are reported in Section 4. Discussion and conclusions are given in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments described in this paper were performed with the first joint of a PUMA 560 robot [30] (Figures 1 and  2 ). This mechanical system was used in our experiments for two reasons. The first reason was that the first joint of PUMA 560 robot represents a fairly complex mechanism whose low velocity tracking performance is significantly influenced by the negative damping friction [22] . In Figure 3 an experimentally obtained friction characteristic of this joint is provided for angular positions from -2480 to -2500 encoder increments and for angular velocities from 0 rad/sec to -0.2 rad/sec [22] . The second reason was that Armstrong, who significantly contributed toward better understanding of friction and friction phenomena, performed most of his experiments using the same mechanism [1] . Hence, by conducting the experiments with I the same hardware we were able to compare our results to already established findings published by Armstrong [1] . The first joint of PUMA 560 robot is actuated by a permanent magnet DC motor. Position and velocity measurements of the first joint are obtained from two encoders mounted on the motor shaft as shown in Figure 2 . The built-in Unimate encoder, whose resolution is 62610 encoder increments per joint revolution [30] (1000 encoder increments per encoder's shaft revolution), is used to measure position. A Canon Laser Rotary encoder, whose resolution is 20285640 encoder increments per joint revolution [21] (324000 encoder increments per encoder's shaft revolution), was added for both position and velocity measurement.
The first joint is controlled with a modified Unimate controller [30] which allows both, open-loop and closedloop control of the mechanism. In closed-loop control, the original Unimate controller is used. In open-loop control, a part of the Unimate controller which computes the control function is bypassed using a PC based controller. This feature enabled us to carry out experiments with the high gain PID controller and the high-resolution rotary encoder in the feedback loop. The control program was written in C ++ , and the sampling period was 1.5 ms.
It is important to stress that the high-resolution rotary encoder attached to the first joint's motor shaft enables us to measure friction as a function of position with accuracy 324 times higher than the positional accuracy obtained with the built-in Unimate encoder. For example, this rotary encoder can measure the positional dependency of friction generated by meshing of gears 3 and 4, shown in Figure 2 , with an accuracy of m [22] . This positional accuracy is higher, by an order of magnitude, than the accuracy m which has been suggested as sufficient for measuring PDF as a smooth function of position [1, 10] . In addition, the control program used in the experiments implemented a sampling period of 1.5 ms. The combined use of a short sampling period and a high resolution encoder played a key role in enabling the high gain PID controller (Kp = 122, Kd = 40, and Ki = 17) to perform stable low velocity tracking in the presence of negative damping friction, as discussed in the following sections. 
III. CONTROLLER FOR LOW VELOCITY TRACKING
A theoretical analysis conducted by Dupont in 1991 [11] indicates that a high gain PID controller should be capable of performing low velocity tracking in the presence of negative damping friction. However, this finding was not demonstrated experimentally, which we believe was due to the existence of additional source of instability. It was suggested in [20, 22, 23] that PDF is source of this additional instability. The PDF maybe responsible for poor tracking control performance, rather than negative damping friction, which has historically been considered responsible for the poor low velocity tracking of conventional controllers. The main problem with PDF is that when it is measured as a function of position at low velocities, using low or medium resolution position encoder, the obtained measurements suggest that PDF changes instantaneously with position causing fluctuations as high as ±30 % in the overall friction [1, 13, 22, 23] . As a result, the available friction compensators, which commonly use low or medium resolution position encoders to measure the position of the mechanism, are incapable of compensating for such large instantaneous friction fluctuations, causing mechanical systems to suffer from stick-slip effect which generates poor low velocity tracking.
Dahl [9] , and Osborn and Rittenhouse [19] published findings which indicated that the establishment and breaking of asperity contacts during the boundary lubrication and partial fluid lubrication regimes (negative damping friction) can be described with a continuous smooth function if this phenomenon is observed with positional accuracy higher than or equal to m [1, 10] . As the PDF represents a force or torque which is generated by the establishment and breaking of numerous asperity contacts it can be expected that PDF could also be described with a continuous smooth function if its positional dependency is observed with such accuracy. Therefore, if a sufficiently accurate instrument for measuring position is used, PDF could be measured as a smooth continuous function of position, instead of a random function as previously reported. As a result, velocity estimates would also be smooth functions of position (or time) enabling the use of a high gain PID controller to perform stable low velocity tracking despite negative damping friction. It is important to mention that this PID controller requires a very short sampling period in order to enable the positional encoder to measure the positional dependency of friction with the above accuracy. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The low velocity tracking experiments reported in this paper were conducted as follows. First, the robot arm was positioned at a predetermined starting point. Second, the high gain PID controller was activated and it was set to track a low velocity profile which can be described by the step function shown in Figure 4 . The controller was set to track the following constant angular velocities: 0.004, 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1 rad/s. During the experiments, the current, the Unimate encoder and the Canon Laser encoder readings were recorded. In order to compare the performance of the proposed controller with the performance of the existing high gain PID controller the experiments were conducted using a PID controller with both the Canon Laser Rotary encoder and the Unimate Rotary encoder. In both cases the sampling period was 1.5 ms and the gains were tuned up manually to give the best performance (Kp = 122, Kd = 40, and Ki = 17 for both cases when the Unimate and the Canon Laser encoders were applied). As a result, the closed-loop velocity versus position curves were obtained for the above constant angular velocities using both controllers. The experiments were terminated when the robot arm reached a predetermined final position or when the memory used for experimental data storage was filled up. The experiments were conducted for two different arm configurations (see Figure 1 ) and for two different directions of rotation of the first joint (in total 32 experiments). Due to space limitations, only the experiments performed for the arm configuration shown in Figure 1 .b and a clockwise direction of rotation of the first joint are presented. The first set of experiments was conducted for an angular velocity of -0.1 rad/s, as shown in Figure 5 . The experiment results in Figure 5 .a and Figure 5 .b were obtained using the high gain PID controller in closed-loop with the Unimate encoder and the high gain PID controller in closed-loop with the Canon Laser encoder, respectively. As shown in Figure 5 both controllers were capable of tracking a constant angular velocity of -0.1 rad/s. This result was expected because an angular velocity of -0.1 rad/s is not in the range of negative damping velocities. As it is within the full fluid lubricated regime, as shown in Figure 3 , stable tracking by both controllers was expected.
The second set of experiments was conducted for an angular velocity of -0.05 rad/s, as shown in Figure 6 . Contrary to the previous experiment, an angular velocity of -0.05 rad/s is within the range of negative damping velocities, as shown in Figure 3 . As a result, the high gain PID controller in closed-loop with the Unimate encoder was unable to perform stable tracking of a constant angular velocity of -0.05 rad/s. The controller was experiencing stick-slip effect as shown in Figure 6 .a. On the other hand the high gain PID controller in closed-loop with the highresolution encoder was capable of performing stable tracking for the same constant angular velocity, as shown in Figure 6 .b. Similar to the previous experiment, an angular velocity of -0.01 rad/s is within the range of negative damping velocities, as shown in Figure 3 . As a result, the high gain PID controller in closed-loop with the Unimate encoder was again unable to perform stable tracking of a constant angular velocity of -0.01 rad/s. The controller again experienced stick-slip effect as expected (see Figure 7 .a). However, the high gain PID controller in closed-loop with the high-resolution encoder was capable of performing stable tracking for the same constant angular velocity, as shown in Figure 7 .b. Note that in Figure 7 .b the measured angular velocity significantly fluctuates around the desired velocity.
The final set of experiments was conducted for an angular velocity of -0.004 rad/s, as shown in Figure 8 . Similar to the previous two experiments, an angular velocity of -0.004 rad/s is within the range of negative damping velocities, as shown in Figure 3 . As a result, the high gain PID controller in closed-loop with the Unimate encoder was again unable to perform stable tracking of a constant angular velocity of -0.004 rad/s. As expected, the controller was experiencing stick-slip effect as shown in Figure 8 .a. Again the high gain PID controller in closed-loop with the high-resolution encoder was capable of performing stable tracking for the same constant angular velocity, as shown in Figure 8 .b. To the best of the author's knowledge these are the first successfully conducted low velocity tracking experiments in the velocity region of negative damping friction. The proposed controller was extensively tested for 250 hours in order to find out whether it was stable under all conditions. The test consisted of a series of continuous experiments during which the controller was set to perform low velocity tracking for a variety of different negative damping velocities. In addition, during the test the gains of the PID controller were subject to change. This was done in order to investigate the robustness of the proposed controller. During these 250 hours the controller did not fail to maintain stable low velocity motion. Table 1 : Positional accuracies used for measuring positional dependency of PDF components generated by major friction contributors Before any conclusions can be drawn it must be shown whether or not the high-resolution encoder precision was sufficient to accurately measure the positional dependency of the PDF components generated by all moving parts of the mechanism. As shown in Table 1 the accuracy used to measure the positional dependency of the PDF components generated by major contributors to the overall friction were more than sufficient according to Armstrong's findings [1, 10] . Therefore there is another explanation for not obtaining an accurate measure of PDF as expected. The reason for this is a relatively long sampling period. To explain the way in which the sampling time influences the performance of the controller it is assumed that the controller has to track a constant angular velocity of 0.01 rad/s and that the sampling period of the controller is 1.5 ms (which was the sampling period used in these experiments). If this angular velocity is multiplied by the sampling period, an angular displacement of the first joint between two consecutive sampling instances is obtained, which is 0.000015 rad. The equivalent displacement measured on the circumference of gear 4, which corresponds to this angular displacement, is equal to m. As the displacement of m is larger by an order of magnitude than the precision required to accurately measure positional dependency of PDF generated by gear 4, it can be easily explained why the error caused by PDF was still present in the experiment shown in Figure 7 .b. If the desired angular velocity is decreased to 0.004 rad/s and the same sampling period is used, the positional dependency of the PDF generated by gear 4 can be measured with an accuracy of m. In other words, by decreasing the desired angular velocity the accuracy used to measure the positional dependency of friction increases causing smaller tracking errors during low velocity tracking experiments.This reasoning concures with experimental results shown in Figures 7.b and 8.b where it is shown that the tracking error decreases by decreasing the desired velocity. From this it can be concluded that the performance of the proposed controller, in particular lowering of the tracking error, could be improved by further reducing the sampling period of the controller. In this particular case the sampling period of 1.5 ms was the shortest that could be implemented with the given personal computer without the risk of failing to meet "hard" real-time constraints. As a result, the performance of the controller could not be further improved without making major changes in the experimental setup which were not possible. It is also important to notice that the proposed controller comes to steady state after a relatively long transient period. It was found that the settling period differs depending on the angular velocity the controller was given to track. For example, for lower angular velocities the settling period was longer and for larger angular velocities it was shorter. In particular, it was found that the first joint performs approximately the same displacement during the transient period regardless of its duration. For example, in the experiments shown in Figures 5.b -8 .b the mechanism settles in steady state after it performs a displacement which is approximately equal to 0.1 rad.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper very low velocity motion control was experimentally demonstrated using a high gain PID controller despite the existence of negative damping friction and position dependant friction. This PID controller has to be implemented with a very short sampling period and a high resolution position encoder to measure the position and velocity of the mechanism. The robustness of the controller was demonstrated by conducting extensive experiments during which the gains of the controller were subject to change and the controller was set to track a variety of negative damping velocities.
The experiments demonstrated that a conventional PID controller proposed by Dupont [11] can perform the low velocity tracking control if the positional dependency of the PDF component is measured with such accuracy that the PDF appears to be a smooth function of position. In this paper in order to measure PDF with this accuracy the Canon Laser Rotary encoder and a sampling period of 1.5 ms were used. It is believed that the performance of the proposed controller could be further improved by shortening the sampling period of the controller and by using a higher resolution position encoder.
